Reducing the Cost of Test

through Strategic Test Asset Management
Abstract
For most aerospace and defense companies, test and measurement equipment is one
of the largest, if not the largest, capital expenses on their balance sheets. With that
said, few companies have a comprehensive, corporate wide program to effectively
manage and maximize the utilization of test and measurement equipment over its
projected lifetime. Other industries, such as power generation, airlines and foundries,
have been able to master optimization and utilization of their capital to maximize their
return on investment.
This paper will explore the balance of the three fundamental aspects that make up test
asset management and will focus on how to implement strategies to lower the total
cost of ownership for test. The three areas addressed in this paper are:
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1. Management of the “real” asset profile - the number and capabilities of assets
across an enterprise.
2. The ability to maximize the optimization and utilization of the assets on a
continuous basis.
3. Schemes to develop and implement life cycle strategies for test and measurement
assets.
The implementation and usage of a test asset management program can have huge
positive implications, not only on reducing capital costs, but on faster throughput,
lower operational expenses, shorter time to market, and even better quality; all of
these allow a company to be more competitive in the new firm fixed contract world.
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I. Introduction
Much like life, there are certain rules in business that are absolute. You never can make
enough profit, you never get paid enough and there is never enough capital budget. The
first two are areas out of our control. The third one, capital budget, although may be out
of our control, can be optimized. The fact is, not only can capital budgets be optimized,
operational budgets can also. In the world of test and measurement equipment, where
capital tends to be the life blood of day to day capabilities and operational imperatives,
this is becoming more and more critical. The focus has to shift from minimizing to
optimizing. Although this may seem like semantics, it’s really all about strategies.
As we lament about the good old days of government furnished equipment, cost plus
contracts and the almost limitless budgets for test equipment, those days are gone. The
focus now needs to be on doing more with less. Although that may send chills down
people’s backs, in reality it is nothing that has not been done in the past with other
commodities and processes. And in other industries.
There tends to be three camps when it comes to developing strategies for test and
measurement assets. The first is, someone else takes care of that, like the calibration
and repair folks, i.e. it is not my job. The second is, I try but every time I standardize,
someone wants something different, i.e. I’m powerless. And the third. It’s really
complicated and no one really knows what we have and where all the assets are
anyway, i.e. it is a hopeless cause.
Although any and all of these are legitimate, as anyone who has tried can attest to,
none are reasons not to try again. Although there is no hard data, the cost of test and
measurement assets and their associated cost of ownership, is one of the largest capital
and operational cost drivers in many electronic manufacturers (taking out the cost of
raw material).
The simple truth is that most companies look at test and measurement assets at a
micro-economic scale - how much is it going to cost me to buy that instrument to
support that program? The reality is that when looking at it in a macro-economic view,
the dollars are huge. The real cost of procuring, running and maintaining test and
measurement equipment encompasses many financial streams. This includes not only
the capital to procure, but includes the engineering to develop the software, the people
to run it, maintain, calibrate and repair it when needed, floor space, logistics, taxes,
insurance and power needs, etc….these all add up to a large overall cost.
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Multiply that by the number of assets a company may own and suddenly you have a
gigantic number that has a massive opportunity to be paired down and those dollars
going directly to boosting profits.
As with many other capital intensive industries like power generation and steel mills,
asset management is a foundation for operations and a vital to basic business practices.
This paper will outline the fundamentals of a test asset management program focused
at test and measurement equipment. It is felt because of the uniqueness of these types
of assets, especially because they are used across the whole product life cycle, asset
management needs to have some distinctive strategies.

II. Your “Real” Asset Profile
One of the most dreaded activities of the year, universally for almost all companies is
auditing capital assets. This is especially true for test and measurement assets, requiring
processing an endless list of serial numbers and descriptors that really have very little
to do with the physical appearance of the asset. Adding to this identity confusion, is the
ease with which most of these assets can be transported from one location to another.
They can be anywhere and everywhere - labs, production, warehouses, depots, offices,
metrology departments, out in the field, or even stowed in closets or under people’s
desks. At the end of the day, many are not found, some are found that were missing
from previous years and others are new and added to the list.
This auditing nightmare is exasperated by several factors. These assets and their
value can be very deceiving. There are many instruments the size of bread boxes
that can cost anywhere from $10,000 to well over $250,000. And, they can have life
expectancies that can exceed 20 years, even more than the buildings that house them.
And maybe the hardest item to identify is how they were acquired and who ultimately
owns them; Government furnished, program owned, company capital, or other.
When looking at the “real” total number of assets, most companies are surprised at
the number of test and measurement assets they manage. It is not unusual for large
companies to have greater than 50,000 test and measurement assets at an individual
site and greater than 500,000 in total. Figure 1, shows the levels of asset management
and how fast the number of assets can stack up when looking at them from an
enterprise view.
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Levels of Test Asset Management
Department
1 to 100 assets
R&D

Manufacturing

Division
100’s to
1000’s of
assets, plus
shared assets

Concept

Design

Americas

Design
verification

Prototype
(hardware
verification)

Europe

Pilot
production

Production

Asia

Enterprise
1000’s to 10,000’s
of assets

Figure 1. Levels of Test Asset Management

Very few companies have a way to track, and account for test assets across an
enterprise. A simple example is an Aerospace Defense company that had over 23,500
test and measurement assets comprised of 1793 unique model numbers and assigned
to 288 different locations on just one campus. A total inventory for the companies
could not be done easily without the manual collection of data from each of their
company’s campuses.
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Knowing the “Real” situation of what you have, where it is, and who owns it, is
foundational in asset management. For example, knowing the precise breakdown
of instruments per asset class can enable more effective asset utilization. Knowing
you have 1793 unique model numbers just lets you know you have diversity. For
greater understanding there is a need to look at the asset’s capability. The easiest
way to do this is by looking at the number of model numbers within a technology or
asset class. Figure 2 shows an example of the count of assets per model number for
Spectrum Analyzers. For this location there are 560 Spectrum Analyzers made up of
67 model numbers. The options within an asset, both hardware and software, individual
measurement capabilities and backward and forward compatibilities, determine an
asset’s diversity of capability. The diversity of model numbers may hinder the flexibility
of using these assets for anything except what they were originally intended to test.
Understanding this diversity can lead to more standardization of testing and efficiency
in test asset usage across programs. Simply, not being able to identify an assets true
capability diversity precludes making any decisions to possibly share or leverage an
asset across programs over its lifetime.
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Breakdown Of Spectrum Analyzers
Model no.

Description

No. of
units

Model no.

Description

No. of
units

3585A

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

1

70001A

System Mainframe

4

70205A

System Display

1

70004A

System Mainframe

1

70206A

System Display

2

70202A

IF Section

1

70422A

Microwave Down Converter

2

70310A

PRECISION FREQUENCY REF.

5

70600A

PRESELECTOR

2

70420A

TEST SET

3

70900A

LOCAL OSCILLATOR

1

70427A

MICROWAVE DOWNCONVERTER

1

70904A

RF SECTION

1

70900B

Local Oscillator

2

70905A

RF SECTION

1

70902A

IF SECTION

5

70906A

RF Section

2

70903A

IF SECTION

3

8542B

EMI Receiver

1

70908A

RF Section

2
4

8560A

Spectrum Analyzers

1

8563EC

9 kHz-26.5 GHz PORTABLE
SPECTRUM ANALYZER

8560E

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

1

E4406A

Vector Signal Analyzer

2

8561B

Spectrum Analyzer

1

Total

33

8561EC

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 30 Hz to 6.5 GHz

3

85620A

Mass Memory Module

26

8562A

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

25

8564EC

Spectrum Analyzer

5

8562A

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 30 Hz to 13.2 GHz

3

8565EC

Spectrum Analyzer

3

8563A

Spectrum Analyzer

1

E4402B

Spectrum Analyzer

4

8563A

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9 kHz to 26.5 GHz

132

E4403B

Spectrum Analyzer

2

8564E

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9kHz to 40 GHz

37

E4405B

Spectrum Analyzer

1

8565A

Spectrum Analyzer

1

E4407B

Spectrum Analyzer

3

8565A

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9kHz to 50 GHz

10

E4408B

Spectrum Analyzer

2

85660B

RF SECTION

2

E4411B

Spectrum Analyzer

5

85662A

Analyzer Plug In

6

E4440A

Spectrum Analyzer

25

8566B

High Performance mw Spectrum Analyzer

14

E4443A

Spectrum Analyzer

1

8568B

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

1

E4446A

Spectrum Analyzer

20

E4411A

Portable Spectrum Analyzer

4

E4448A

Spectrum Analyzer

1

8653E

Spectrum Anlayzer

1

Total

98

8569B

Microwave SA

1

8570A

Spectrum Analyzer

2

8590A

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

2

8590B

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

5

8590D

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

1

8590L

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9 kHz to 1.8 GHz

1

8591A

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

2

8591E

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9 kHz to 1.8 GHz

1

8592A

Spectrum Analyzer

2

8592B

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

3

8593A

Spectrum Analyzer

2

8594E

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9 kHz to 2.9 GHz

103

8595A

Spectrum Analyzer

1

8595E

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9 kHz to 6.5 GHz

44

8596E

Portable Spectrum Analyzer, 9kHz to 12.8 GHz

2

Total

429

Figure 2. Breakdown of spectrum analyzers
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Hardware assets are just one part of the equation when looking at asset management.
One of the fastest growing cost of test is software. This includes design simulation,
executives, application and other software. Figure 3 is an example of how fast the
proliferation of software can add up. The importance of tracking software becomes very
apparent when looking at application software. Many instrument capabilities can be
enhanced depending on what software options are obtained. Some of these software
applications can be transferrable from instrument to instrument. Therefore, knowing
what software you have, where it is and who is using it can save $100,000’s. Having
software on an instrument that is not being utilized is just as much of a waste as an
instrument sitting in a closet or under a desk not being used.

Software licenses by location
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Figure 3. Software Licenses by Location

III. Optimization and Utilization of Assets
Many people when asked about optimization and utilization of their assets think of them
as synonymous with each other. In terms of maximizing the return on investment of
test assets they are different and can be additive in nature. There are times that a lower
utilized asset that is highly optimized has a greater throughput than a highly utilized, less
optimized set of assets. And of course vice-a-versa.
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The Webster dictionary defines optimize as “an act, process, or methodology of making
something (as a design, system, or decision) as fully perfect, functional, or effective as
possible”. In a test environment this may be changed to, “to effectively maximize all the
capabilities and functions in a test asset to maximize its specifications and utilization”.
As for utilization, the Webster dictionary defines it as “to make use of: turn to practical
use or account (I’m a great person for utilizing waste power — Robert Frost)”. Again,
for the test environment it may be updated as “the actual time that a test asset is being

“I’m a great person for
utilizing waste power”
— Robert Frost

used for testing during a given standard time period”.
When informally surveying people on what they think their utilization is for their test
assets, answers come back from a low of under 10% to a high of 100%. The reason
for this great range is usually three variables; the time frame you are measuring, the
definition of “in use”, and the use model of the test asset. When defining utilization, the
denominator, (time frame), can be used as the number of hours in a day that the test
asset “could be” used. In the easiest terms, it may be something like eight hours for one
shift, 16 for two, etc. Some may want to be more accurate and say the actual time that
a test asset could be utilized. For instance, instead of eight hours a shift, it may only be
seven hours when lunch and breaks are subtracted. Or because it could be available all
the time, 24 hours is the real number.
The numerator of the equation has the largest variations in definition. It can be
represented by the actual time the test asset is running or turned on or making
measurements. Some include the set-up and tear down times but, to be pure these
should not be included. So how do you get 100% utilization, define a numerator
as anytime a person is sitting in front of the test asset when it is available and
the denominator is the production shift that is defined by the same number of hours.
Or, if defined as any time the asset is turned on in an environment (production) where
assets are left powered on all the time.
Last is the use model, this includes what industry, what function and even what test
process. For example, in production, an in-circuit tester in a highly automated line may
have a greater utilization than a functional tester in a high mix low volume line. All in
all, the numbers we hear most are 60%-70% (4.8 – 5.6 hours per 8-hour time frame)
for production test asset and 25%-35% (2-2.8 hours per 8-hour time frame) for R&D
labs. The exact number is not as important as the base line to start analyzing on how to
increase the percentage.
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Two simple approaches to increasing utilization can manifest themselves from accurate
knowledge of what and where assets are located as discussed in the previous
section. Once an asset’s technical capability diversity, location and owner, are tracked
consistently within a broadly accessible test asset management system, a simple
“request-for-use” process can increase temporary sharing of assets not being utilized
between users. A more formal sharing process can also be implemented through
Loan Pools where users have to check in and check out instruments with associated
internal rental charges. In either case, processes that leverage good asset tracking
fundamentals can increase utilization. In simple numbers, if you can increase your
utilization by 10%, you could cut your cost of test by 10% because you would require
10% less test assets, capital expense, people, floor space, utilities, taxes & insurance,
support people, maintenance and calibration, etc…, across 10% fewer assets to
manage. Ultimately this is a 10% cost benefit that has an impact directly to the bottom
line.
Optimizing your test assets can give similar beneficial results. This is done in two
ways. The first is ensuring all of the capabilities in a test asset are utilized effectively.
The second is making sure that when using multiple test assets they are engineered
to maximize not only the individual instrument but the combination of the set of
instruments.
New capabilities in an instrument are not just faster, more accurate and smaller. Many
times suppliers are putting in capabilities to optimize common measurements. This is
very obvious when developing a new product from scratch. This is because the test
developer is not constrained with history. When a test instrument is upgraded in an
existing test process/station, many times it’s a one for one replacement. Sometimes
taking advantage of physical size but, probably not speed, accuracy and possibly
other new features. The most common reason for not taking advantage of these new
features are, if you change the software to take advantage of the new capabilities, you
may cause problems in the rest of the test system. Although this is not always the case,
most of the time an upgraded instrument is not fully taken advantage of for ALL its new
capabilities.
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An easier way to optimize, even without upgrading, is to maximize the throughput in a
rack of equipment or ATE (automatic test equipment) systems. So what does this mean?
If an ATE system has 10 instruments and the test is 10 minutes long, are all 10 assets
being used for 10 minutes, or even 5 minutes? Most would say, they are not sure or
some are used for 10 minutes and some for 5 minutes. If they are on average used for
5 minutes and the test stations utilization is 60%, then the real utilization for each piece
of equipment is theoretically only 30%. Why? On average the instruments in the ATE are
used 50% of the time and ATE in total testing products is used only 60%, 50% of 60%
is 30%.
To effectively optimize an ATE system, the process best used is the same as when
balancing a production line. To start, an understanding of what instruments are used for
what measurements and then the associated test times for each. This can be done by
putting a simple spreadsheet together. Test assets as columns, tests down the rows and
test times in the intersection of the test and test assets that are used. What will become
evident are test assets that are bottlenecks. By utilizing the theory of constraints [2]
additional copies of the bottleneck instruments can be added and thus balancing the
load and optimizing the system.
Figure 4, is a simple example of a typical and optimized set of instrumentation in an ATE
system. To move to the optimized system, first instrument C is identified as the bottleneck.
By adding a second instrument C the test system can be balanced at 2 seconds. Figure 5,
shows how by balancing the line, the throughput of the ATE system is doubled, or the total
test time for all three units combined has decreased by 50%.
Typical ATE system
$100,000
Instrument A
(2 seconds)
25% use

Optimized test system

$5,000
Instrument C
(4 seconds)
50% use

$5,000
Instrument C
(4 seconds)
> 90% use

$60,000
Instrument B
(2 seconds)
25% use

$100,000
Instrument A
(2 seconds)
> 90% use

Unit 1

Unit 3

$5,000
Instrument C
(4 seconds)
> 90% use
$60,000
Instrument B
(2 seconds)
> 90% use

Unit 2

Unit 1

Figure 4. Typical vs Optimized Test System
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Typical ATE system

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Unit 1 test, 8 seconds

14

15
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17

18

19

20

21

Unit 2 test, 8 seconds

Equipment sits idle
Equipment sits idle
B

A

13

C

Equipment sits idle

B

C

Equipment sits idle

23

24

Unit 3 test, 8 seconds

Equipment sits idle

A

22

Equipment sits idle

A
B

C

Equipment sits idle

Optimized test system

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Unit 1 test, 8 seconds
Unit 2 test, 8 seconds
Unit 3 test, 8 seconds

A

A

A

B

B

No instrument idle time
B
C1

C1
C2

Figure 5. Dynamics of Typical vs Optimized Test System

In this simplified example, by adding an additional instrument C for $5,000, and
optimizing the ATE system, it actually doubles the utilization of the test set. From an
operational view, a $5,000 investment cut the cost of the test process by needing 50%
less operators, 50% less test stations, less floor space and energy, etc…. All of this
without upgrading or making large changes to the test or operational strategy. Thus by
dealing with both utilization and optimization simultaneously, investments in test assets
can dramatically be reduced.
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IV. Life Cycle Strategies
One of the hardest and least implemented strategies within test asset management
is a comprehensive test life cycle strategy. The reasons for this vary across industries
and companies. The obstacle is not that it can’t be done because for many other
types of assets it is very common. Take something as simple as company real-estate.
Companies usually have a corporate office that manages the many properties that
it owns, leases or rents. It manages maintenance, repairs, upgrades, utilization, and
decides when it’s time to acquire more or sell.
For most companies this may take place at a local level for test assets, very few
companies look at it from an enterprise level. Although many enterprises have
purchasing guidelines on how and what to buy, they stop once the purchase is made.
In some cases, like other processes, people find a way around these guidelines to get
what they really want. Once the test assets get delivered, the ownership for the asset is
handed down to a local level and there is no longer any overall management except for
financial.
Like in other areas of asset management the ability to look at the bigger picture
is crucial for consistency, flexibility and efficiency, all leading to the greater goal
of affordability. A simple example of this is shown in Figure 2, showing 67 different
models of Spectrum Analyzers. To clarify Figure 2 further it is color coded to indicate
where in the instruments life cycle it is today. The green, current, indicates that it is an
instrument that still can be ordered from the company today and is fully supported.
The yellow, discontinued, indicates that the instrument is not built anymore but, is fully
supported. And last, the red, obsolete, indicates the instrument no longer built and is
not readily supportable. The category mix of these assets causes all sorts of complexity
in terms of operational efficiency and technical capability [3]. Some that are mentioned
in section II above. Just as important is its financial impact.
Very much like deciding to buy a new car or not, many of the same variables are
considered when looking at life cycle strategies for test assets. What are my needs
today and in the future, what is the cost of down time, if something fails what my
financial exposure will be, what are the operational, technical and financial advantages
of upgrading, etc… The most important criteria of any of these, is to build a foundational
test asset management system that assimilates the information needed across all assets
along their entire life cycle to drive optimal decisions. “The best chance to plan and
execute this strategy is at the time of your original purchase”[4].
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Not having a life cycle strategy for test assets is the most expensive, most disrupting and
most inconsistent way to ensure maximum ROI from Test Assets. This is especially true
when a test asset fails. Not only is your production or R&D down, there needs to be a
consensus on what to do, repair or buy new. Either will become more expensive because
time will become more important than cost. And last a local decision will be made on how
to resolve the problem. Likely sub-optimizing any commonality programs. By having a
strategy, costly mistakes can be avoided and consistency can be established.

V. Conclusion
No one is immune from the ever growing competitive pressures to be more productive, hit
market windows with more competitive performance specifications while also delivering
increased financial returns to the company. This paper has focused on three fundamental
building blocks that can help maximize the productivity and cost effectiveness of one of
the biggest expense line items for most companies – Test Assets.
As discussed in section II, it all starts with a test asset management system that
accurately identifies and tracks the profile of an entities assets at any given time over their
entire life cycle. This includes not just where and who possess the assets but an accurate
technology capability map for each asset. This allows for the identification of the asset’s
technical capability so that they can be shared, standardized across programs or simply
rapidly re-deployed to a matching technical need in R&D or Production environments.
Clearly, simple management techniques and processes to enhance asset redeployment
and/or sharing will drive higher asset utilization and total cost of test lower.
Once a detailed and accurate representation of assets has been mapped over the
organization, agreeing on a definition and baseline measurement of asset utilization is key.
This will allow for a uniformed and consistent strategy to drive for prioritized tactics for
relative improvements. Opportunities will surface to not only increase asset sharing assets
through pooling tactics but also to optimize test assets and systems within their technical
applications leading to maximized test throughput and utilization rates of test assets and
systems as explored in Section III.
Lastly, assessing assets life cycle of productivity on a continuous basis allows for re-use,
upgrading functionality and other methods to maximize the assets return on investment
beyond the initial purchase objective. All of this again cannot be done without a
foundational test asset management system that is comprehensive and driven by common
and ubiquitous information collected and tracked over an asset’s life cycle. And, of
course, decision driven by operational and financial criteria for decision making adopted
across the organization – all of which implemented at time of the asset’s purchase not
reactively when the asset is approaching the end of its useful life.
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In the end, a robust test asset management system is an on-going endeavor to
assimilate test asset information that is needed to manage a diverse set of test
assets across multiple technical capabilities and programs. The information collected
& processed by a test asset management program will enable decision making that
balance the demands of making the correct and timely technical test capability
available to engineers or programs, but also drive increased utilization of test assets
thus driving down total cost of test for the company.
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